Despite continued efforts to prevent and control food-borne illness it remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality throughout the world. The problem is made worse by the continuous threat from emerging pathogens that can evolve to adapt to the different environments resulting from ongoing changes in farming or food production. The present review discusses the impact of genomics and post-genomic technologies on research in the area of food-borne bacterial pathogens. Genomics research is moving at a fast pace and these are exciting times for microbial research. The genome sequences of approximately ninety bacterial genomes have recently been completed and genome sequences are already available for several food-borne pathogens and closely related species. Comparative genomics is providing new insights into mechanisms of bacterial evolution and has helped in determining virulence factors of pathogens. Genomics has also provided tools such as DNA microarrays that can be used to examine the genetic composition and whole genome expression profiles of bacterial strains by hybridisation of fluorescently labelled DNA. This is helping to identify genes associated with particular phenotypes such as virulence and host preference, and to identify genes in uncharacterised genomes of closely related organisms. Microarrays are also being developed for the detection of food-borne pathogens and investigation of the evolutionary relationship between different species of bacteria. The review concludes with a discussion of the use of functional genomics tools to investigate bacterial responses to environmental stresses and also host-pathogen interactions. These research areas will be valuable in designing future strategies for controlling food-borne pathogens.
Introduction
It has been estimated that more than 200 infectious diseases can be transmitted through food (Bryan, 1982) . A recent study in the USA estimated that of the 76 million illnesses and 323 000 hospitalisations caused each year by foodborne pathogens, 67 % are caused by viruses, 30 % by bacteria and 3 % by parasites (Mead et al. 1999) . In the USA the most important bacterial causes of food-borne infection are Salmonella and Campylobacter (shown in Fig. 1 ), which account for 26 % of all illnesses and 17 % of hospitalisations. In terms of mortality rates the major bacterial food-borne pathogens are Salmonella (non-typhoidal), Listeria monocytogenes, Campylobacter, and enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli (Mead et al. 1999) . These pathogens are also prominent causes of food-borne illness throughout Europe but their relative prevalence varies at the national level (Tirado & Schmidt, 2001; Adak et al. 2002) . An overview of food-borne bacterial illnesses in the USA as reported by Mead et al. (1999) is given in Table 1 . Decades of research and surveillance have almost eliminated some diseases due to technological developments and better methods of detection and risk assessment (Lund et al. 2000) . However, new trends in farming practices, the development of new products and production methods, and the globalisation of markets are presenting new challenges for food safety (Kaferstein & Abdussalam, 1999) .
Food-borne illness can manifest as an intoxication from the consumption of food with preformed toxins and can occur even if viable pathogens are no longer present when heating is not required or if the temperature is not sufficient to inactivate the toxin. The major pathogens implicated in this form of illness are Bacillus cereus, Clostridium botulinum and Staphylococcus aureus ( Table 1) Mead et al. (1999) .
emetic toxin, botulinum toxin, and enterotoxins, respectively (Peck, 1997; Balaban & Rasooly, 2000; Kotiranta et al. 2000) . B. cereus and Cl. perfringens can also produce toxins in the gut leading to diarrhoeal disease (Granum, 1990; Kotiranta et al. 2000) . Other food-borne pathogens such as species of Salmonella, Campylobacter, Shigella and Yersinia infect the intestine of human and animal hosts and cause gastroenteritis through cell invasion and damage to the epithelium and/or the production of one or more toxins and virulence factors. A detailed overview of food-borne pathogens is found in Lund et al. (2000) . In many industrialised countries Campylobacter and Salmonella account for the majority of bacteria-related food-borne illness and poultry and poultry products have been reported to be the major sources of infection. Certain species of Campylobacter and Salmonella can colonise a variety of animal hosts that form a zoonotic reservoir for the spread of these pathogens in the environment. Approximately 80 % of Campylobacter infections are caused by two species of the genus, namely, Campylobacter jejuni and C. coli with C. jejuni being more frequently associated with disease in humans. A variety of other species, including C. upsaliensis and C. lari also infect humans but their incidence remains unclear (Mishu et al. 1993) . Symptoms from infection with C. jejuni can vary from very mild diarrhoea to profuse bloody diarrhoea with mucosal damage and inflammation especially in the ileum and jejunum (Wassenaar & Blaser, 1999) . Invasion of the intestinal epithelium and the production of one or more toxins are thought to play a major role in pathogenesis of disease caused by Campylobacter. The infections are self-limiting and bacteraemia is rarely tested for, or reported in clinical cases. In a rare number of cases, infection with Campylobacter is associated with the peripheral neuropathies known as Guillain-Barré syndrome and Miller Fisher (Nachamkin et al. 1998) . Lipo-oligosaccharide (LOS) antigens present on certain serotypes of C. jejuni mimic gangliosides found on human nerve tissue and are thought to provoke autoimmune reactions that give rise to neuropathology.
The genus Salmonella comprises two species: Salmonella enterica comprising some 2000 serovars and S. bongori, a species that does not cause disease in mammals. S. enterica serovar Typhimurium (further referred to as S. Typhimurium) can evoke a localised inflammatory response in the gastrointestinal tract of man and many other animals. Some other serovars of S. enterica cause systemic infections and typhoid fever in man (Chalker & Blaser, 1988; Rabsch et al. 2001) .
Shigella spp. are the causative agents of bacillary dysentery and invade the intestinal epithelium causing inflammation and ulceration of the mucosa. Cases of food-borne shigellosis are much lower than that of salmonellosis or campylobacteriosis but it remains an important cause of food-borne illness. The main species involved are Shigella sonnei (70 % of cases) and Shigella flexneri (25 % of cases) and the foods frequently implicated as sources of infection are potato salad or salad dishes containing fish, raw vegetables, chicken and seafood (Kotloff et al. 1999) .
Yersinia enterocolitica is another invasive enteric pathogen causing diarrhoeal illness and pseudo-appendicitis that can be transmitted through food. Cases are rare in the USA but more common in Northern Europe and most frequently associated with undercooked pork (Bottone, 1999) .
The intestinal tract is also the main portal of entry for Listeria monocytogenes, the causative agent of food-borne listeriosis, a severe disease associated with gastroenteritis, meningitis, meningoencephalitis, septicaemia, abortion and perinatal infections (Schlech, 2001) . L. monocytogenes is able to tolerate extremes of pH and salt, and can grow at temperatures as low as -0·4°C (Walker et al. 1990 ). This organism can be encountered in certain unpasteurised foods, for example, unpasteurised milk and associated dairy products. After ingestion of contaminated food Listeria disseminates from the gastrointestinal tract to phagocytes and can eventually end up in the central nervous system. In pregnant women Listeria also disseminates to the placental tissues causing abortion and perinatal infections (VazquezBoland et al. 2001) .
E. coli is probably the most famous member of the foodpoisoning enteric bacteria due to its extensive use of nonpathogenic E. coli K12 derivatives as a vector host system in research laboratories throughout the world. Wild-type strains of E. coli are able to survive in a wide variety of environments including the intestinal tract of man and other animals. E. coli are in fact predominantly non-pathogenic but certain clonal types such as serotype O157 and other enterohaemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) have acquired genes from other enterobacteriacae and contain mutations that allow them to propagate through the food chain and cause disease in man (Strockbine et al. 1986 ). Ruminants such as cattle and sheep appear to be the major source of enterohaemorrhagic E. coli infections. At the time of writing the present review the genomes of several of the above-mentioned pathogens had been completely sequenced or were in progress. Genomics is the term used to describe genome sequencing and the use of computational approaches to provide information directly from genome-scale analysis of DNA and protein sequences. The increasing availability of genome sequences has spurred on the development and application of post-genomics tools such as microarrays and proteomics for the genome-scale analysis of gene transcription, protein expression and gene function. The aim of the present review is to discuss the contribution of genomic and post-genomic research to our scientific understanding of food-borne bacterial pathogens, and its potential impact on future research.
Genome sequencing and comparative genomics of foodborne pathogens
An estimated ninety microbial genomes have been completely sequenced including the food-borne pathogens C. jejuni, S. enterica serovar Enteritidis, S. Typhimurium, E. coli O157:H7, L. monocytogenes, and Shigella flexneri. Another 130 microbial genome sequencing projects are currently in progress and these include C. botulinum, B. cereus and a strain of C. perfringens associated with food-borne illness. An up-to-date overview of the status of these genome projects with links to the organisations responsible for the sequencing can be found on the web page of The Institute of Genomic Research at www.tigr.org and at the web page of the National Centre for Biotechnology Information at www.ncbi.nih.gov. Typically the first stage of a genome sequencing project involves the sequencing of clones from a random shotgun library until a six-to ten-fold coverage of the genome is achieved. Not all sequences will be represented in the library of clones and the genome sequence will comprise a number of contigs that are ultimately assembled into the finished sequence using one or more strategies for gap closure (Fraser & Fleischmann, 1997; Frangeul et al. 1999) . Initially, computer tools are used to assemble a contiguous sequence from the raw data and identify the open reading frames. Homology-based algorithms are then used to try and predict the function of the proteins. Further clues can be gained from examining the gene order since bacterial genes are often arranged in functional groups or operons that may be co-transcribed and co-regulated. The first genome of a food-borne bacterium to be sequenced was that of C. jejuni and it led to the discovery of important new aspects of the biology of this organism (Parkhill et al. 2000) . Historically, the heat-stable antigens used for serotyping of C. jejuni were assumed to be lipopolysaccharides as in the case of E. coli and Salmonella (Penner et al. 1983) although it had been suggested that Penner serotyping antibody might recognise a capsular polysaccharide antigen (Chart et al. 1996) . A 42·6 kb cluster of putative capsule biosynthetic genes was discovered in the genome of C. jejuni flanked by genes with similarity to the type 2 capsule transport genes found in E. coli. The transport genes were conserved among different strains, whereas many of the putative glycosyltransferases and polysaccharide biosynthetic enzymes are not found in strains of a different Penner serotype, lending support to the idea that the capsule antigen is indeed an important determinant of the serotyping systems for Campylobacter (Dorrell et al. 2001 ; B Pearson, J Wright, C Pin, K I'Anson, T Humphrey and J Wells, unpublished results). Furthermore, Karlyshev et al. (2000) found that four out of six different serotypes lacking the transport gene kpsM became untypable using Penner serotyping.
Another striking discovery made from the sequencing of the C. jejuni genome was the identification of twenty-five hypervariable genes containing homopolymer pG:C tracts of the contingency type described previously (Moxon et al. 1994; van Belkum et al. 1998) . Variation in the length of the homopolymer tracts was observed among different clones selected for genome sequencing, indicating that the hypervariable genes have potential to undergo a high rate of slipped-strand mispairing (Parkhill et al. 2000) . Many of the hypervariable genes are found in loci involved in the production or modification of surface structures such as the flagellum, LOS and capsule, suggesting that they play a role in antigenic variation. Hypervariable genes have not been found in the genome of E. coli or Salmonella foodborne pathogens although some generally conserved chromosomal regions are more divergent than others (for example, fimbrial biosynthetic operons), perhaps as a consequence of positive selection in the host environment. However, increased mutation rates at some loci or differential retention of paralogous genes during strain evolution may also account for the presence of these hypervariable genes.
Recent evidence suggests that plasmids may play a more important role in virulence of C. jejuni than once believed (Alm et al. 1999; Bacon et al. 2000; B Pearson, personal communication) and thus more effort should be given to the sequencing of plasmids from well-characterised strains of Campylobacter. Plasmids play important roles in virulence and pathogenesis of disease caused by other enteric pathogens. For example, studies on pathogenic enterohaemorrhagic E. coli and enteropathogenic E. coli have identified a number of important virulence factors such as adhesions and proteases on plasmids. A body of evidence supports the hypothesis that Shigella species, including the food-borne pathogen Shigella flexneri, have evolved from a non-pathogenic E. coli ancestor and that the main virulence factors, such as the enterotoxin and factors required for invasion and intracellular spread were acquired by horizontal transfer of a large plasmid (Ochman & Groisman, 1995; Pupo et al. 2000) . Most strains of S. Typhimurium contain a virulence plasmid of about 90 kb and in the LT2 strain the 94 kb plasmid pSLT was sequenced in addition to the genome (McClelland et al. 2001) .
The sequencing of bacterial genomes is also providing insights into bacterial evolution and the mechanisms involved in gene transfer that lead to the acquisition of new genetic traits in different species and genus. The recent genome sequence of the important enterohaemorrhagic food-borne pathogen E. coli O157:H7 unexpectedly revealed that this strain contained approximately 25 % more DNA that the non-pathogenic laboratory strain E. coli K12 (Hayashi et al. 2001; Perna et al. 2001) . E. coli O157:H7 contains 1387 new genes in clusters up to 88 kb in length, designated O-islands, to indicate that they are O157 serotype-derived. Many gene clusters were also found to be specific to E. coli K12 (Blattner et al. 1997) and are arranged in so-called 'K clusters' totalling 0·53 Mb. The O-clusters of genes found in the sequenced strain of E. coli O157:H7 encode candidate virulence factors, alternative metabolic capacities, several prophages and other new functions. Clusters of genes or islands that are important in virulence and have an average base composition different from the bulk of the genome are commonly referred to as pathogenicity islands (PI) and they have been found in a variety of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. In many cases PI are flanked by sequences associated with DNA transfer such as bacteriophage attachment sites, insertion sequence elements, integrase-like genes and plasmid origins of replication, indicating that they have been spread among members of the bacterial kingdom by horizontal transfer, especially via plasmids and bacteriophages (Hacker et al. 1997) . In E. coli the atypical base composition of the O and K islands mentioned earlier (p. 24) indicates that they most probably arose through horizontal transfer from a donor species with a different DNA base composition, but only a subset of these islands are associated with elements likely to be autonomously mobile. Thus it is possible that many of the sequences associated with mobile genetic elements such as direct repeats and insertion sequence elements have been deleted and lost from the genome of E. coli.
In the food-borne pathogen S. Typhimurium, five pathogenicity islands (SPI I-V) were discovered before the genome sequence became available (McClelland et al. 2001) . SPI-I and SPI-II play a role in invasion and survival in macrophages, respectively, and have been found in all S. Typhimurium strains tested. The five major PI are absent from E. coli suggesting that these were acquired by all serovars of Salmonella. It has been speculated that these SPI elements were transmitted to Salmonella from a common ancestor soon after its divergence from E. coli more than 100 million years ago (Groisman & Ochman, 1996; Lee, 1996) . The genome sequence of S. Typhimurium strain LT2 revealed more than sixty-two gene clusters containing four or more genes called 'islands' that are unique to certain species. Some of these 'islands' are typical PI containing putative virulence factors and sequence elements associated with their transfer from other hosts (McClelland et al. 2001) . The genome of the Gram-positive food-borne pathogen L. monocytogenes and the non-pathogenic species L. innocua have both been sequenced; 270 L. monocytogenes (2·94 Mb) and 149 L. innocua (3·01 Mb) specific genes were identified (Glaser et al. 2001) . The two Listeria genomes have a conserved co-linear organisation with the species-specific genes distributed in multiple islands (between 1 to 23 kb) on the chromosome in situations similar to the comparison of E. coli strain O157:H7. Approximately half of these Listeria species-specific islands had an average base composition different from the bulk of the genome, suggesting that they had been acquired by horizontal transfer. However, this is not true for all the islands and thus some islands may have been acquired by horizontal gene transfer from an organism with a similar guanine plus cytosine (G+C) composition or have become adapted over a long period of time. This seems to be the case for the previously studied virulence locus of L. monocytogenes. Analysis of the flanking regions around the virulence gene cluster in Listeria species and B. subtilis suggested that it was probably acquired by an ancestral species and then lost in L. innocua (Glaser et al. 2001) .
The high number of gene clusters and islands discovered in E. coli, Salmonella and Listeria indicates that lateral gene transfer of DNA between different species and even among strains of the same species occurs more frequently than was once believed. Undoubtedly this has been a driving force in the adaptability and evolution of these pathogens.
In contrast to E. coli, Salmonella and Listeria, the genome sequence of the food-borne pathogen C. jejuni contained very few repeat sequences and no prophages, insertion sequence elements or plasmid origins of replication despite the fact that bacteriophages and plasmids have been reported in Campylobacter (Lee et al. 1994; Sails et al. 1998 ). The implication is that mobile elements have played a less important role in the evolution of C. jejuni, perhaps because this organism is naturally competent for transformation with genomic DNA. Additionally, there are no PI or other gene clusters in the C. jejuni genome that have a markedly different base composition to that of the bulk of the genome. The only regions that do show a slightly lower than average G+C composition are the capsule and LOS biosynthetic loci, suggesting that some of these were acquired from an organism with an overall lower G+C composition that occupies the same niches as Campylobacter.
Initially, microbial genomics focused on the sequencing of genomes of medically and industrially important species from diverse parts of the evolutionary tree. This approach has provided insights into the major evolutionary relationships between these microbes. As more genome sequences become available attention is turning to the comparative genomics of closely related organisms as this provides insights into the evolutionary events occurring over a shorter time scale (Ochman & Jones, 2000; . The genome sequence data for multiple Salmonella serovars is now available and recent genomic studies have focused on a comparison of these closely related genomes (Edwards et al. 2002) . Approximately 500-600 kb was found to be specific to each serovar and these unique sequences are distributed throughout the genome in regions ranging from 1 to 50 kb in length. Many of these unique regions also have a lower G+C content compared with the average G+C content of the genome suggesting that they were acquired from an ancestral organism with lower G+C content than Salmonella that shared the same ecological niches. The ultimate aim of these studies is to understand how the acquisition of genetic traits and the loss of ancestral traits relate to the serovar-specific differences in host preference, disease outcomes and survival in new environments such as host tissues. The loss of ancestral traits through negative selection has been called pathoadaptive mutation (Sokurenko et al. 1999) and good examples of this are found in evolutionary studies on pathogenic Shigella spp. causing food-borne illness. Lysine decarboxylase blocks the activity of Shigella enterotoxins and the four pathogenic species of Shigella all contain pathoadaptive deletions resulting in loss of the lysine decarboxylase gene (cad locus) (Nataro et al. 1995; Maurelli et al. 1998) . Different insertion sequences, prophages and insertions of other gene loci have displaced the cad region in the four species of Shigella indicating that these convergent evolutionary events occurred independently in each species (Day et al. 2001) .
In the near future, genome sequences of different strains of the same species of various food-borne pathogens will become available enabling the effect of sequence divergence to be investigated with regard to the individual virulence and other biochemical attributes of a strain. Comparative genomics does not, however, guarantee that the factors influencing the characteristics of individual strains will be readily identified without additional research, as even point mutations in non-coding regulatory sequences or in specific genes could have profound effects on virulence and other strain properties. Although many discoveries have been made through genome sequencing, large gaps in our understanding of the function of genes and their biological significance remain. For example, the genome sequence of C. jejuni did not reveal any new virulence factors that might be involved in colonisation or invasion of epithelial cells or cytotoxicity despite the fact that relatively little was known about the virulence of this organism. There is much that could be done to investigate genes of unknown function using the traditional genetic, biochemical and physiological approaches. Some caution should also be exercised in the computational assignment of function based on homology, as proteins with similar sequences can indeed have different functions (Brenner, 1999) .
Whole genome expression profiling using microarrays
Arrays of nucleic acids have been used in research for many years but it is only recently that it has been possible to synthesise or deposit nucleic acids at densities of more than 250 000 oligonucleotide probes or 10 000 different cDNA per square centimetre (Bowtell, 1999; Lipshutz et al. 1999) . The miniaturisation of nucleic acid arrays on glass or silicon surfaces and use of fluorescence for detection enables highly parallel analyses with performance specifications that could not be achieved with the earlier nylon membrane technologies (Fodor et al. 1991; Schena et al. 1995; Shalon et al. 1996; Graves, 1999) . There are two possible approaches for making microarrays. The first was pioneered by Affymetrix and utilises a computational approach involving photolithography and miniature masks to chemically synthesise unique oligonucleotides onto a silicon surface (Fodor et al. 1991) . The second method involves the robotic deposition of DNA onto glass slides and was developed by the Stanford Laboratory (Schena et al. 1995) . These two main approaches are now in common use but this field continues to move rapidly and new technical approaches are constantly appearing in the literature (Lipshutz et al. 1999; Singh-Gasson et al. 1999; Brenner et al. 2000; Okamoto et al. 2000; Steemers et al. 2000; Taton et al. 2000; Westin et al. 2000; Blohm & Guiseppi-Elie, 2001 ). Information on general and technical aspects of microarraying is also available from recent reviews (Cheung et al. 1999; Graves, 1999; Lipshutz et al. 1999; Niemeyer & Blohm, 1999; DeRisi, 2000; Lee et al. 2000; Meldrum, 2000; Schuchhardt et al. 2000) .
The most widely used application of microarrays is for the analysis of gene transcription at the level of the whole genome. The seminal papers on expression profiling come from studies on the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and E. coli K12 (Chu et al. 1998; Spellman et al. 1998; Richmond et al. 1999; Wei et al. 2001) .
To date there are only a few publications specifically dealing with microarray expression profiling of food-borne pathogens. Acetate-induced acid tolerance and autoinducer II-induced gene expression have been studied in E. coli O157:H7 Sperandio et al. 2001 ) and intracellular gene expression in S. Typhimurium following infection of macrophages (discussed later (p. 30) in host-microbe interactions; Eriksson et al. 2003) . However, there have been several microarray studies in non-pathogenic strains of E. coli that serve as relevant models for certain aspects of the biology of the food-borne E. coli pathogens (see section on stress response; pp. 28-29). Most microarray expression profiling experiments generate long lists of genes that respond directly or indirectly to the experimental variable tested. The complexity of the transcriptional response arises as a consequence of the specific regulatory network or interconnected networks that are triggered by the experimental variable but also from any indirect effects such as growth rate-related perturbations in gene expression. Thus, additional physiological or biochemical and genetic experiments are often required to corroborate the results and fully interpret the data. One useful approach that can be employed to help dissect the regulatory pathways involved in a response to a stimulus is to study transcriptional changes over time so that temporally co-regulated genes can be classified separately. Non-specific effects in a regulatory pathway can also be minimised by ensuring that the stimulus applied (for example, oxidative stress) has minimal effects on bacterial growth rate but nevertheless induces a stress response (Pomposiello et al. 2001) . One faces similar issues in the microarray analysis of genetic mutants, particularly if they are in regulatory genes. This problem was solved in studies on yeast by generating a 'compendium' database of expression profiles from 300 mutants and isogenic wild-type strains grown under sixty-three different physiological conditions or treatments (Hughes et al. 2000) . Clustering analysis was then used to classify transcripts on the basis of co-regulation and to distinguish direct from indirect effects. For example, treatment of yeast cells with the sterol biosynthesis inhibitor itraconazole resulted in hundreds of changes in gene expression compared with untreated cells, and seemed to involve diverse pathways such as starvation response, yeast mating, and cell surface stress response (Bammert & Fostel, 2000) . However, when these changes were analysed as a group under different physiological conditions it became clear that the primary effect of itraconazole treatment was the induction of the sterol biosynthetic genes and that other changes in gene expression were non-specific (Hughes et al. 2000) . In the former study a gene of unknown function was found to be co-regulated with the genes involved in sterol biosynthesis and was subsequently shown to have a function in this pathway (Hughes et al. 2000) . It is now generally accepted that the classification of genes by expression profiling is a useful approach to predict the general function of unknown genes. Once groups of regulated transcripts have been identified there are several search tools that can be used to try and identify common upstream or downstream sequence elements that could serve as DNA binding sites for a regulatory factor (Roth et al. 1998; Tavazoie et al. 1999) . For illustrations of the discovery of new regulatory factors and circuits using this approach, see Spellman et al. (1998) and Zhu et al. (2000) . Another useful genetic approach that can be used to determine gene members of a regulon is to examine the transcription profile after experimentally inducing expression of the regulator (Arfin et al. 2000) . Despite the issues and limitations of microarrays discussed earlier (p. 26), microarray expression profiling has been highly successful in revealing the trends in microbial gene expression that reflect the organisation of operons and regulons.
In the future it is hoped that raw microarray data on bacteria and other organisms will become available through centralised databases so that comparative studies can be carried out in different laboratories as new computational tools are developed (for a review, see Rhodius et al. 2002) . This will potentially increase the value of the individual studies being carried out as they can be combined and reanalysed in different ways in the future. This highlights the need for microarray standards and guidelines such as those developed by the Microarray Gene Expression Data group (www.mged.org/Workgroups/MIAME/miame_checklist. html). Proper experimental replication and statistical analysis are also crucial aspects of microarray work (for reviews, see Kim et al. 2002; Hatfield et al. 2003) .
Microarray-based comparative genomics
DNA microarrays have an important application in comparative genomics as they can be used to compare whole genomes of different bacterial isolates for the presence or absence of genes. The limitations of this approach are that point mutations, small deletions and gene rearrangements, and novel genes not present on the array will not be detected. Additionally, intergenic regions containing promoter elements and non-translated RNA are not usually included on DNA spotted microarrays and thus are not included in the analysis. Nevertheless, this approach can provide important information on the genetic diversity of isolates in natural populations and, for example, could include strains of different virulence or strains adapted to particular environmental conditions.
In a recent study, eleven strains of C. jejuni were compared using a low cost DNA microarray comprising selected polymerisation chain reaction (PCR) products from the genome sequencing project (Dorrell et al. 2001) . Although the microarray had limitations and only 34 % of the PCR products were gene-specific, it proved to be suitable for performing genotyping where the data generated are qualitative rather than quantitative. In this study 21 % of the genes were deemed to be absent or highly divergent in one or more strains tested. Many of the strain variable genes were found in the loci responsible for the synthesis of surface structures such as the capsule, LOS and flagella (Dorrell et al. 2001) .
These findings are similar to recent results generated using an open reading frame (ORF)-specific DNA microarray where 16·3 % of genes present in the sequenced strain (NCTC 11168) were absent or highly divergent from the eighteen other C. jejuni strains tested (Pearson et al. 2003) . In this study seven highly variable regions of the genome (plasticity regions) were identified that contained genes for hypothetical proteins and transporters that might be linked to adaptation in different environments. In addition many regions contained genes associated with the expression and modification of surface structures such as membrane proteins, flagellum, capsule and LOS.
These initial comparative microarray studies on Campylobacter have looked at overall diversity of a collection of strains and there has been no attempt to correlate the virulence properties of a particular strain with its genetic composition. This would be a valuable thing to do on a larger set of well-characterised strains especially as studies on Campylobacter invasion have shown striking differences among different strains in respect of their invasiveness, rates of translocation across cell monolayers and the effect of biochemical inhibitors of invasion in vitro (Hu & Kopecko, 1999) . It is not yet known to what extent these observations might reflect differences in genetic factors contributing to cell invasion and translocation. A good example of the power of such an approach is illustrated by the microarray comparison between two Helicobacter pylori strains that produced different levels of gastritis in a gerbil gastritis model. It was found that the strain producing less severe gastritis lacked a PI containing the cag toxin (Israel et al. 2001) .
Genomic comparisons between non-pathogenic and pathogenic strains of the same species can also be particularly informative as it can reveal putative virulence factors for further investigation. Additionally, interspecies microarray hybridisations can rapidly identify thousands of genes in uncharacterised genomes as described for the various different serovars of S. enterica including those causing food-borne illness (McClelland et al. 2001) . In a recent study, the presence of S. Typhimurium LT2 gene homologues was assessed by microarray analysis in twenty-two other Salmonella serovars including avirulent S. bongori, a potential progenitor of the S. enterica serovars (Porwollik et al. 2002) . The phylogenetic tree compiled on the basis of LT2 gene homologues was largely consistent with the previous studies based on multilocus enzyme electrophoresis and DNA sequencing of several loci. Most strikingly, the data indicated that many gene clusters were acquired on multiple independent occasions between the different Salmonella lineages. Similar studies using mixed-genome microarrays of Listeria showed that many genes have diverged between lineages of L. monocytogenes (Call et al. 2003) .
Microarray detection methods
The rapid detection and isolation of food-borne pathogens is crucial for the monitoring of outbreaks of illness and for epidemiological surveillance. Numerous detection methods have been developed for epidemiological investigation of food-borne illnesses or surveillance of food products, many of which rely on PCR-based assays of species-specific DNA or 16S rRNA sequences (Woese, 1987; Martin & Trimmers, 1997) . Immunological and mass spectroscopic methods have also been employed for this purpose but are generally more expensive or cumbersome than PCR methods (Ezzell et al. 1990; Fox et al. 1990 ). The use of microarrays represents the latest development in detection technology. In a recent study it was demonstrated that glass slide microarrays containing oligonucleotide probes to four virulent loci from E. coli O157:H7 was 32-fold more sensitive than gel electrophoresis in detecting PCR products. Furthermore, the array was capable of detecting amplification products from a single cell (approx 1 fg DNA) and 55 colony-forming units of E. coli O157:H7/ml in chicken rinsate following immunomagnetic capture and PCR (Call et al. 2001) . Similar approaches are being developed for the detection and species identification of Listeria and other important pathogens (Soini & Musser, 2001; Volokhov et al. 2002) . A portable system for the preparation of labelled RNA or DNA from 1 ml volumes of bacterial cell culture and glass slide microarray analysis has recently been described (Bavykin et al. 2001) . Starting with a bacterial culture the whole procedure takes 50 min to acquire a microarray image but direct detection of food-borne pathogens is not possible unless the methods can be adapted for detection of PCR products.
In a recent study it was shown that DNA microarrays can be used to quantify specific target genes in DNA samples using a fluorescently labelled DNA reference for standardisation (Cho & Tiedje, 2002) . However the detection limit for the target gene was approximately 10 pg of DNA indicating that direct detection of less than about 10 5 bacteria per sample (for example, E. coli O157) is not possible without enrichment for the organisms of interest. The Cho & Tiedje (2002) study also showed that the detection of specific genes in amounts above the detection limit was still problematic in environmental samples due to the presence of other sources of DNA.
A new approach for the identification of bacterial species has been proposed that takes advantage of microarray technology (Cho & Tiedje, 2001 ). The method relies on whole genomic DNA-DNA hybridisation as the criterion for determining a bacterial species (Wayne et al. 1987) . Random genome fragments (for example, > 100 fragments of approximately 1 kb) are spotted onto glass slide microarrays and hybridised to purified Cy dye-labelled DNA from test strains. The approach was evaluated with twelve wellcharacterised Pseudomonas strains and cluster analysis of the hybridisation profiles revealed the expected taxonomic relationships between the strains at the species level. Given the spot capacity of existing microarrays the technique could easily be used with around 1000 reference strains and thus cover the full taxonomic range of either Gram-negative or Gram-positive bacteria.
Oligonucleotide microarrays have also been exploited for determining bacterial species. By analysing hybridisation of fluorescently labelled DNA to oligonucleotides covering all possible sequence variants in a region of interest it is possible to determine the sequence of the target DNA. This approach has been used to sequence 16S RNA gene sequences and simultaneously identify different species of Mycobacteria ).
Proteomics
Proteomics is the large-scale analysis of proteins and their post-translational modifications (Washburn & Yates, 2000) . Protein preparations are first separated by one-or twodimensional gel electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels and then identified using MS. The mass spectrometric identification relies on the analysis of peptides generated by digestion of the protein of interest with a sequence-specific protease such as trypsin. Typically the protein spots are stained and excised from the gel and then digested with trypsin before elution and analysis with matrix-assisted laser desorption and ionisation (MALDI), which results in a peptide mass fingerprint of the protein that can be searched against the predicted spectra for proteins in the databases (Jensen et al. 1997; Berndt et al. 1999) . Advances in automation have made the high throughput identification of proteins possible and the availability of a genome sequence greatly facilitates the identification of the proteins by MS. It is also possible to gain sequence information for some of the peptides by their initial separation using MS and then subsequent ionisation of the individual peptides into fragments detected by a tandem mass spectrometer unit. MALDI Quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-tof) spectrometers combine a MALDI ion source and a sensitive tandem mass spectrometer unit that can fragment the individual peptides (Shevchenko et al. 2000) . In addition to the above methods, peptides from the most abundant proteins in complex mixtures of proteins can be quantified by differential labelling of two samples with stable isotopes and analysis of the mixture by MS (Oda et al. 1999) . For example, microbes can be grown in the presence of medium containing 14 N or 15 N. Recently, a similar approach was described based on the differential labelling of cysteines with a non-radioactive isotope in protein mixtures before mixing and quantification by MS (Gygi et al. 1999) .
Proteomics can therefore be of considerable value in identifying novel proteins and proteins with altered levels of expression under different conditions or in mutant strains of bacteria. Silver staining has become a popular method of staining proteins in gels because it is more sensitive and compatible with MS. However, the newer fluorescent protein stains such as Sypro Ruby are gaining popularity for visualisation and quantitative measurements of protein expression because they are highly sensitive and have a greater dynamic range of detection than Silver or Coomassie staining (Leimgruber et al. 2002) .
Proteomics is complementary to microarray analysis of transcription because it can measure changes in protein expression that are the end result of transcriptional and translational regulatory processes as well as post-translational modifications. It is already known that protein abundance does not always correlate with mRNA abundance and that post-translational modifications of proteins are not apparent from genomic sequence or mRNA expression data. However, phosphorylation, glycosylation and protein processing can be extremely important factors influencing the activity, stability and localisation of proteins in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Proteomics can also be used to identify subsets of the proteome as reported for the cell envelope proteins of S. Typhimurium (Qi et al. 1996) . Protein expression analysis will also be useful in the analysis of secreted proteins found in the supernatant fractions of microbial cultures and for the elucidation of their biological functions (Antelmann et al. 2001) . In addition, immunoblotting methods can be combined with two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to identify microbial antigens recognised by the host during infection that might be exploited for the development of vaccines and anti-infective strategies (Jungblut, 2001 ).
Genomics and stress response of food-borne bacterial pathogens
Food-borne bacterial pathogens are often ubiquitous in nature or present in large animal reservoirs. Their capacity to survive stresses in the external environment and, in the case of zoonotic pathogens, within animal hosts are important determinants in their transmission to foods. To inactivate pathogenic organisms in foods or control their outgrowth during storage, food processing and preservation techniques are employed that impose various physiological stresses such as heat, acid, high osmolarity, various preservatives and relatively novel techniques, for example, modified atmosphere storage or high pressure treatment (Smelt, 1998; Leistner, 2000) . An understanding of how bacteria cope with stressful conditions is therefore potentially useful in designing new intervention strategies and control methods for managing food safety. Most bacteria have a general stress response that provides multiple resistances. It has been shown for several Gram-negative bacteria including Salmonella and E. coli that the general stress response is mediated by the alternative sigma factor RpoS (σ S ) (Fang et al. 1992; Loewen et al. 1998; Hengge-Aronis, 2000 , 2002 . The RpoS regulon has been best studied in the model organism E. coli; σ S directs the RNA polymerase to promoters of over seventy genes and can mediate resistance to oxidative stress, nearu.v. irradiation, potentially lethal heat shocks, hyperosmolarity, low pH, and ethanol (for more details, see Hengge-Aronis, 2000) . Often, a response to one stress simultaneously mediates increased resistance to other stresses (cross-resistance). Although the general functions of RpoS seem to be similar in enteric bacteria, Ibanez-Ruiz et al. (2000) demonstrated that the composition of the regulon shows differences between closely related species such as Salmonella and E. coli. The genome sequences of various food-borne E. coli and Salmonella isolates have recently been identified or are currently in progress, and will probably reveal new RpoS-regulated genes, including genes involved in virulence. In Gram-positive bacteria, the alternative sigma factor σ B plays a similar important role in regulation of the general stress response (Voelker et al. 1999; Price, 2000; Hecker & Voelker, 2001) . DNA microarray and proteomic studies are now enabling rapid identification of genes that are under the control of σ B (Gertz et al. 2000; Petersohn et al. 2001) .
Exposure of bacteria to a certain stress can also trigger specific adaptive responses that subsequently confer increased resistance to a higher level of the same stress that would otherwise be lethal. Genomics is having a major impact on the understanding and analysis of such regulatory systems. DNA microarray expression profiling of genetic mutants and wild-type strains has been used to investigate the genes regulated by specific regulators involved in the oxidative stress response of E. coli, such as OxyR (Zheng et al. 2001) and SoxS (Pomposiello et al. 2001) . Furthermore, studies have been undertaken to determine genes controlled by pleiotropic regulators such as H-NS (Hommais et al. 2001 ) and the leucine responsive protein in E. coli (Hung et al. 2002) . DNA microarray analysis has also proven to be useful in determining genes controlled by two-component regulatory systems involved in sporulation in Bacillus (Fawcett et al. 2000) , and signal transduction at low temperatures (Kobayashi et al. 2001) . Transcription profiling and proteomics approaches have furthermore been used to investigate cell responses to a variety of stress conditions relevant to food processing and food safety; for example, heat stress (Helmann et al. 2001; Riehle et al. 2001; Periago et al. 2002) , acid stress (Blankenhorn et al. 1999; Arnold et al. 2001; Oh et al. 2002) , oxidative stress (Pomposiello et al. 2001; Zheng et al. 2001 ) and osmotic stress (Duche et al. 2002) . Increased knowledge about the stress responses of food-borne bacteria can possibly predict for cross-resistances to various preservation treatments, and help in the rational design of combined treatments that target different cellular mechanisms.
Upon entry of food-borne bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract of humans, the organisms are exposed to host defences such as highly acidic conditions in the stomach and high bile salt concentrations in the duodenum. To cause infection at the right place at the right time, invasive bacteria such as L. monocytogenes, Salmonella, E. coli and Campylobacter regulate gene expression of their 'weaponry' tightly, often in response to their environment (for example, temperature, Fe availability, oxidative burst and other factors, many of which are still unknown). These pathogens usually express specific virulence factors and toxins that mediate infection. In L. monocytogenes, it is becoming clear that its ability to cause disease is also influenced by the expression of stress response genes. Various reports have recently demonstrated that altered expression of the ATP-dependent ClpP protease and one of its subunits, ClpC, both belonging to the class III heat shock proteins, can lead to significantly attenuated virulence of L. monocytogenes (Rouquette et al. 1996; Nair et al. 1999; Gaillot et al. 2000; Karatzas et al. 2002) . Typical stress response genes may therefore also play an important role in infection.
Analysis of complete genomes has clearly shown that considerable diversity, and thereby also the ability to adapt to certain environments, can result from acquisition and deletion of genes (see also the section on genomics; pp. 23-25). In addition, more subtle changes can lead to profoundly different phenotypes. Mechanisms responsible for generating phenotypic variation often involve changes in repetitive DNA elements by strand slipping of DNA polymerases (for example, surface structure synthesis in C. jejuni; Parkhill et al. 2000) or by recombination of repeat regions (for example, the fim switch in E. coli; Blomfield, 2001) . Such mechanisms can generate a subset of cells within a population with intrinsically different properties that may allow for the survival of only a subset of cells during stress imposed by the environment or the host (Bayliss et al. 2001; Blomfield, 2001; Hallet, 2001 ). An important functional role of such repeats in survival is suggested by the findings that the genome of E. coli contains an over-representation of repeats in stress response genes (Rocha et al. 2002) while, for example, in C. jejuni many of the genes with repeats are found in loci involved in the synthesis of surface structures (Parkhill et al. 2000) .
With the completion of the genome sequences of various food-borne pathogens, rapid progress can be expected in defining the cellular response of different food-borne pathogenic bacteria. Knowledge of bacterial stress and survival mechanisms may not only help the design of new intervention strategies and control methods for known pathogens but may also be valuable in combating emerging pathogens in new niches in the food chain.
Genomics and host-microbe interactions
As mentioned earlier (p. 29), the majority of the food-borne illnesses of bacterial origin are caused by pathogens that enter the gastrointestinal tract of man and overcome various host barriers (for example, gastric juice and bile salts). Different pathogens cause different types of illnesses, resulting from toxin production in the gut lumen and/or invasion of the gut tissue, sometimes leading to systemic infections. The analysis of bacterial transcription in the environment of the host is a promising approach to understanding bacterial virulence. Furthermore, the availability of sequences for human and animal genomes will allow the response of the host to be investigated during infection.
DNA microarray transcription profiling holds exceptional promise for the analysis of host-microbe interactions although investigation of bacterial gene expression in the environment of the host is currently technically challenging. Rapid procedures are needed to ensure that changes in gene transcription are not altered during the isolation of sufficient numbers of bacteria from the infected animal. An alternative approach is to rapidly fix the tissue or luminal samples before mRNA is prepared for expression analysis. However, sensitivity of detection of bacterial gene expression will probably be a problem if the sample contains sub-stantial amounts of mRNA from other prokaryotes or from the host cells and tissues. The use of customised primers for the labelling of pathogen-specific mRNA and PCRbased methods for linear amplification of cDNA may help increase the sensitivity of detection (Talaat et al. 2000) . Alternatively, pathogen gene expression can be investigated in environments that mimic aspects of the host environment or in cell and organ culture models (Mekalanos, 1992; Cotter & Miller, 1998) . Recently Eriksson et al. (2003) reported on the complete transcription profile of intracellular S. Typhimurium following infection of macrophages. Four hundred and eight genes of unknown function, several well-characterised virulence factors and SOS genes were altered in expression during infection of macrophages. The Salmonella response also provided some new insights into the possible environment of the host cell vacuole. Genome microarrays also promise to accelerate the discovery of events occurring in host cells as a consequence of host-microbe interactions (Rosenberger et al. 2001) . Here the uses of different cultured cell lines will probably be highly informative in interpreting the complex response of different host cell types and tissues. The first examples of using this approach to study the host response have been with human cell lines infected with cytomegalovirus or HIV-1 (Zhu et al. 1998; Corbeil et al. 1999; Geiss et al. 2000) . Studies with cultured macrophages and Salmonella showed that the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, signalling molecules and transcriptional activators as well as several other genes not previously known to be regulated in response to infection were increased in expression (Eckmann et al. 2000; Rosenberger et al. 2000) . Interestingly, activation of the macrophages modified the response to infection with Salmonella. In similar studies on the transcriptional response of human promyelocytic cells to L. monocytogenes infection, several pro-inflammatory factors identified in the experiments with Salmonella were also increased in expression. There were also a number of notable differences; for example, in the induction of apoptosis-promoting genes by Salmonella and anti-apoptotic genes by L. monocytogenes. It is tempting to speculate that this might reflect differences in the bacterial interactions with the host cells but the use of different cell lines and methods prevents firm conclusions being drawn from this comparison.
Several other recent papers have described the host transcriptional response to non-food-related bacterial pathogens and have provided new insights into the complex interaction between host and microbe (Belcher et al. 2000; Ichikawa et al. 2000; Coombes & Mahony, 2001; Diehn & Relman, 2001) . Transcriptional analysis of intestinal tissue in gnotobiotic mice colonised with Bacteroides thetaiotaomicro, a prevalent commensal of the gastrointestinal tract, revealed changes in gene expression associated with several important intestinal functions (Hooper et al. 2001 ). In the same study a comparison of transcriptional responses to other gut commensal bacteria revealed both common and bacterial species-specific responses of the host and indicated the importance of host-commensal interactions in modulating normal intestinal functions.
In the not too distant future, microarray expression studies will probably generate a large body of data on host-pathogen interactions and enormous efforts using traditional life science approaches will be required to confirm new hypotheses. Nevertheless, advances in this field have exciting prospects for novel medical applications and therapeutics.
Conclusions
The complete genomes of several food-borne pathogens are now known, and powerful genetic and bioinformatics tools have been developed to investigate the biological significance of the information contained within the genome and the extrachromosomal elements. Genome sequences of several closely related species and of different strains of a species of some important bacterial pathogens are becoming available at a rapid pace. Genome comparisons between closely related pathogenic and non-pathogenic species or less virulent strain variants could identify DNA elements that contribute to the different virulence potential of individual strains.
Genome sequence analysis and comparative genome sequence analysis has also highlighted the extent of genetic diversity among many food-borne bacterial pathogens and the important role that horizontal gene transfer has played in generating the genetic heterogeneity that exists in bacterial species. This research is providing fascinating insights into microbial evolution and the mechanisms leading to the evolution of pathogenic bacteria. A challenge for the future will be to understand the biological significance of this heterogeneity in the context of the complex interplay between the host and microbe and to predict the potential for emergence of new pathogens in different ecological niches. Here DNA microarrays offer the possibility to investigate this diversity in bacterial populations and to correlate the presence or absence of specific DNA sequences with phenotypic properties. Once virulence factors have been identified that correlate with infection or different disease outcomes they could be potential diagnostic markers for the comprehensive surveillance and monitoring of food-borne pathogens in the food chain. If multiplex PCR methods for amplifying diagnostic sequences are combined with detection on microarrays, more sensitive and informative tools might be expected to be seen for the future surveillance and typing of food-borne pathogens in food, livestock and the environment.
Proteomics and microarray technologies allow a genome-wide analysis of gene and protein expression under different experimental conditions and this is having a major impact on the study of differentially regulated genes during adaptation to environmental stress and under conditions that are intended to simulate in vivo conditions. The transcriptional responses observed in response to change in the environmental condition are often complex and pleiotrophic but the use of short time courses and conditions that result in the same growth rates under both conditions can help elucidate primary from secondary effects on gene transcription. Expression profiling is providing new information about the gene composition of regulons and differentially regulated genes even if the conditions have been previously well studied. Additionally the classification of genes by expression profiling patterns is a useful approach to predict the general function of unknown genes. The genomics era is an exciting time for research on microbial pathogens and tremendous progress in research has already been made in the field of food-borne pathogens especially for those food-borne pathogens that have not been so well studied previously.
